
Reducing Methane Emissions from Tanks 
Webinar Sprint: March 30 – April 1

View additional webinars and presentation slides
Day 1: Full webinar
Day 2: Full webinar
Day 3: Full webinar
Day 3: Presentation slides (you are here)

https://youtu.be/ODWpuDOmklw
https://youtu.be/sT_RXO673dw
https://youtu.be/f9TNjGh9uQ0


Agenda: April 1
• Welcome and logistics

• Marc Godin, PTAC

• Introduction
• Brian Spiegelmann, NAL Resources

• Overview of challenges with measuring and controlling emissions from tanks, and of 
potential solutions
• Bruce Peachey, New Paradigm Engineering 

• Technology solutions pitches
• Short presentations or pitches by solutions providers about how their solution can measure tank emissions 

practically, cost-effectively and reliably.

• Questions and Answers
• Questions are deferred till after all presentations are heard. Questions are to be submitted using the text 

feature of the webinar app. Audience comments and feedback will also be captured using the text feature of 
the webinar app.

• Learnings and Gaps
• Short closing comments from operators of wellsites and tanks as to the learnings and technology gaps observed 

during the webinar and discussion of potential next steps utilizing networks and programs such as PTAC, CRIN, 
CanERIC and government programs.
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About NAL Resources Ltd
• Private oil and gas company owned by Manulife Financial, operating in the Western Canadian 

Sedimentary Basin for 29 years. 
• In 2019, NAL produced approximately 39,100 boe per day of conventional oil and natural gas in core 

areas of central and northwestern Alberta and southeastern and southwestern Saskatchewan. 
• As an innovator and industry leader, NAL is focused on growth, efficiency, operational and 

environmental excellence. 
• NAL’s culture of smart risk taking and collaboration encourages investment in innovative 

technologies. 
• NAL is currently investing in a broad range of methane-reduction solutions which support long-term, 

sustainable energy development that have the potential to benefit the entire industry.
• NAL is heavily involved in PTAC, CAPP and CRIN and has greatly benefitted from a variety of 

collaborations with industry peers, vendors, academics and other industry associations.

March 30th – April 1st, 2020
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Qualitative Observations*

• Tanks and pneumatics are the largest sources of emissions. Alberta and BC field studies have 
observed these sources to emit >60% of total methane emissions
• Pneumatics – solutions for controllers, chem pumps are pervasive and can be supported by 

carbon offsets where applicable, 
• Tanks – novel and economic solutions are not as pervasive 

*Clearstone Alberta Update of Equipment, Component and Fugitive Emission Factors for Alberta 
Upstream Oil and Gas. 

*Cap-Op Energy British Columbia Oil & Gas Methane Emissions Field Study 
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Challenges

Measurement:
• Access, Ambient conditions, Operating conditions/maintenance, Safety, Cost, Accuracy & 

Reproducibility, Methodology, Variability, Tank design

Analytics:
• Software, Interpretation, Integration, Quality (of data), Shelf life, Alt-FEMP, Value proposition, Data 

(storage)

Mitigation:
• Variability in operating conditions, Max and Min allowable working pressure, Scalability, Variability in 

measurement, Controlled vs uncontrolled tanks, Wellsite attributes; Pipeline connected?, Grid-
connected?, Funding, Cost, Root Cause, Economics
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INDUSTRY

INDUSTRY 
ASSOCIATION

ACADEMIC

FUNDER

VENDOR

REGULATOR

Compelling Issue:
• Tank Venting
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NAL Collaborations:
Vendors
E&P’s
AER
MER
SRC
PTAC
CAPP
FEMP EA
Alt-FEMP
AMFC 1.0, 2.0
CanERIC
STV
MCP
ERA
AI
EEA
UofC
Harrisburgh U
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PTAC Tank Emissions Sprint Day 3
Bruce Peachey, 

New Paradigm Engineering Ltd., Edmonton, Alta

Vapor Recovery

Blanket Gas Supply

To 
Recovery

Pressure/Vacuum Thief 
Hatch & Level Cable Seal



} Tanks can be (usually are) hazardous
◦ Solutions should be able to be installed, operated and maintained without increasing risks 

to personnel
� Equipment at grade
� Minimal personnel time on tank top
� Installation on new tanks preferred to retrofit in the field
◦ Solutions must be safe for tanks
� No ignition sources - Approved for area classification
� Freeze protected for safe reliable operation year round
� Ensure tank over/under pressure conditions are prevented
� Ensure tanks are designed to fail safely (frangible roof welds) – API 650 or other 

applicable regulations



} Ensure that the net environmental benefit is positive
◦ Priority for tank vent mitigation results, should be:

� Human or Environmental Health issues with emissions (e.g. H2S)
� GHG Reduction – often achieved at the same time
� Nuisance emissions – e.g. odours often achieved at the same time
◦ Manufacturing, delivering and installing any mitigation measures will result in GHG 

emissions or other negative health or environmental impacts, so:
� Mitigation method should not cause negative health impacts elsewhere
� Life cycle net GHG benefits of mitigation should be shown to be lower than “do nothing”
� If the main target is elimination of nuisance odors from tank vents, avoid creating a new nuisance, 

such a noise or light pollution



} Ensure that the right problem is being solved
◦ Often tank emissions can be due to upstream operations which are easier and lower cost 

to mitigate à e.g. valves passing, oil wells pumped off, inefficient separation, process 
vessel T&Ps

} Assess over well life with realistic flow projections
◦ Most oil and gas assets decline, so don’t assume steady state or that all similar sites will 

have the same vent volumes
◦ Assess over a range of flows, not a single value

} Initial Installs vs. Retrofits
◦ Installing on new equipment in a shop is much safer and economic than field retrofits, 

especially if downtime is required
} Relocatable 
◦ Ability to use equipment more than once



Technology solution pitches

• Presentations by

• Black Gold Rush, Dallas Rosevear

• GO Technology, Corey Wood

• REM Technology // Spartan Controls, Brian Van Vliet

• LCO Technologies, Steve Froehler

• Emissions RX, Jeff Nelson

• Clearstone Engineering, Yori Jamin

• Remember you can ask questions throughout the event via the “questions” or 
“chat” box



Emission Control of Tank Venting with 
Enclosed Vapour Combustors



• Black Gold Rush Industries is a clean combustion technology company which has developed a complete 
line of enclosed vapour combustors for emission reduction including storage tank venting.

• Black Gold Rush enclosed vapour combustors are designed for reduced spacing scenarios of 10m. 
> 99% total hydrocarbon destruction as low as 0.09 psi (2 ounces).

• Engineered burners and air intake flame arrestors to provide optimum air, velocity and combustion based 
on each individual sites gas composition, flow rates and tank design pressure.

• Since 2014 Black Gold Rush has been a leader in the clean combustion space and has deployed our 
enclosed vapour combustor technology across Western Canada, USA and Internationally on various 
storage tank applications.

What  We  Do



Solving Tomorrow’s Emissions
Challenges Today!

Design Considerations
• Safety

Air intake flame arrestors

• Line size
Larger the line = less pressure drop

• Spacing
Exercise reduced spacing of 10m

• Reduce bends
45’s vs 90’s 
Straight runs



Solving Tomorrow’s Emissions
Challenges Today!



Thank you for the opportunity to present our 
tank vent control technology!



INNOVATIVE IDEAS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GOTECHNOLOGIES.CA



Company History
E s t a b l i s h e d  2 0 1 1
L l o y d m i n s t e r  B a s e d
L o c a l l y  O w n e d  a n d  O p e r a t e d

INNOVATIVE IDEAS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GOTECHNOLOGIES.CA

• CHOPS SITES
• GAS COMPRESSION
• 100% VAPOUR RECOVERY

• HIGH-VOLUME LOW PRESSURE    

• BLOWER COMPRESSOR

• FOR 8 YEARS TOGETHER WITH  

EXTENSIVE ARRAY OF PRODUCERS 

WITH CHOPS SITES



o By Using The HVBC, Producers Can Increase Production 

While Eliminating Propane Costs and Achieving 100% 

Vapor Recovery On CHOPS Sites 

HIGH VOLUME BLOWER COMPRESSOR
The GO Tech HVBC Can Keep Wells And Tanks At A Very
Low Pressure While Boosting Pressure To:

ü Engine Skids
ü Burner Systems
ü Sales Compressors
ü Combustion Systems

INNOVATIVE IDEAS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GOTECHNOLOGIES.CA



HVBC MINI

Hydraulic Or  
Electrically          
Driven

VRU, Booster
Compressors, Eliminate        
Propane Usage On Site

Up To 14.9 PSI Outlet
Pressure @Max RPM

HVBC

— Small Footprint Structure — Pre Filter Assembly

— Inlet Scrubber

BLOWER COMPRESSORS



SUMMARY

ECONOMICAL

Economical Technology to 
Capture 100% of All Vent 
Gas on CHOPS Sites and 
Other Facilities

VERSTATILE

HVBC Can Be Used 
Strictly As A VRU 
System Or As A 
Complete Well 
Recovery System

PRACTICAL
SOLUTION

Producers Can 
Increase Production 
And Eliminate 
Propane Usage On 
Site 

COST
EFFECTIVE

Most Systems Realize 
Under Three (3) Month 
Payback For Producers, 
Some As Low As Three 
(3) Weeks 

INNOVATIVE IDEAS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GOTECHNOLOGIES.CA



INNOVATIVE IDEAS IN ENERGY EFFICIENCY
GOTECHNOLOGIES.CA

THANK YOUTHANK  YOU
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s p r a t t @ g o t e c h g r o u p . c a

g o t e c h n o l o g i e s . c a



PTAC – Vent Gas Capture  
Brian Van Vliet
April 1, 2020



Vent Gas Sources

• Compressor packing

– Reciprocating compressor packing

glands

– Continuous flow

– Mixed in with lubrication oil

• Liquid storage tanks

– Oil storage

– Scrubber dump collection

– Separator dump collection

• Highly Variable

• Natural Gas Dehydration

– Variable flow

– Liquids removal

requirements

0.8 to 4.2 m3/h (29 to 147 scf/h) 4 cylinders

0 to 20 m3/h (0 to 700 scf/h)
Vapor Recovery  

Unit (VRU)
Flare

Where does the gas go currently?

Automation | Valves | Measurement | Process Control



Methane Regulations - SlipStream®
What is it?

• Captures normally vented hydrocarbons and uses them as supplementary fuel
• Improves engine or burner efficiency while reducing CO2(e) and VOCs
• Significant fuel and emission reductions
• Easily integrated into new and existing installations
• Safe, reliable and efficient engine or burner operation
• Meets North American vented emission compliance regulations

Getting a
free boost!

What are the applications?

• Vent capture on compressor packing vents
• Cactus dryers, glycol dehydrators, condensate tanks
• Compressor stations
• Well sites
• Pipeline stations

Automation | Valves | Measurement | Process Control



Gas Flash-off from Liquids Tanks

SlipStream ®

Control System

Liquids tanks Boil-off gas
collection pipe

Flash-off gas has  
high VOC content

Turbo-
charger

Gas from SlipStream®  

control system added to  
engine intake air

Engine air  
intake

and filter

Automation | Valves | Measurement | Process Control



Delivered Impact
• GHG emissions in the conventional oil and gas industry are produced during combustion of  

fuel in natural gas engines and through venting, flaring and fugitive sources

• Why not capture volumes that can still be used to do work?

• In the area of natural gas compression, Spartan’s patented REMVue® and SlipStream®

technology has removed a total of 6.5 Mt of CO2(e)

• This technology provides one of the lowest abatement costs for GHG reductions in the industry

ConocoPhillips invested in SlipStream® with CCEMC funding

Automation | Valves | Measurement | Process Control

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asyVvy0w898


join the conversation

Contact Me

Brian Van Vliet – Environment Solutions

Phone
(403) 589-1743

Email  
vanvliet.brian@spartancontrols.com

24/7 Support
+1 (877) 276-6404

mailto:vanvliet.brian@spartancontrols.com


Ultra-Low Power Common Platform Chemical Injection Pump 
& Instrument Air Compressor

THE CROSSFIRE



New Potential Format
Using Diaphragm  

Adapting the CROSSFIRE for New Applications 

Stacked Air Compressor

Standalone Outdoor Compressor



Notes 

Vent Gas Capture/Destruction Proposal  
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‘Prescriptions for your site emission ailments’

Emission Rx Ltd.
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Waste Gas Management

Waste gas management is a critical part of oil and gas exploration, development and processing.  
While gas conservation should be the primary objective, when it is not economic to do so it is 
typically dealt with in three ways:

Venting
§ Regulatory limits

§ Significant GHG emissions

§ Environmental degradation

§ Major health risks

§ Safety concerns

Flaring
§ Incomplete combustion

§ Unburned hydrocarbons

§ Difficult to burn rich gas

§ Visible flame

§ Black smoke and carbon

§ Enclosed combustion chamber

§ Measurable efficiency

§ Effective combustion of rich gas

§ No exposed flame

§ Effective management of H2S

Enclosed Combustion
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Tank Vapour Management

Challenges associated with the effective management of tank vapours:
§ low volume, low pressure, varying flow rates and high BTU
§ difficult to effectively manage with traditional combustion devices
§ typically vented or flared

A well designed enclosed combustor offers:
§ immediate and continuous GHG reductions
§ seamless integration into a producer’s operations 
§ uninterrupted operation
§ costs that permit the continued production of hydrocarbon resources
§ advantages over other traditional forms of waste gas management 

Operators are increasingly seeking to ensure they earn acceptance from their host communities 
while leveraging technology that minimizes environmental impact
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ERx C Series Combustor Design

§ Ease-of-use control system

§ Integrated slug catcher

§ Continuous pilot

§ Concrete base for simple setup and portability

§ CSA compliant

§ Stack top temperature monitoring and ESD

§ Light weight: simple installation

§ No assist fuel gas required; possible to run pilot on waste gas

§ Natural draft system: no fans or blowers

§ No flame, smoke or odour

§ Scalable design

§ >99.99% combustion efficiency

§ Close spacing 10m from process equipment

§ Accept streams from 2 oz/in2

§ Standard capacity: 0.17e3m3/d – 2.6 e3m3/d

§ Low capital cost

In response to producers requirement to effectively combust smaller volumes of vent 
gas, ERx developed the C Series combustor.  Features include:
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ERx Experience

The ERx team has combined 25+ years experience in the waste gas combustion field
§ 250+ installations of waste gas combustion equipment
§ two mechanical engineers on staff
§ in house design, 3D modelling and engineered drawings
§ consult closely with regulators 
§ work with a network of fabricators to manage shop loading
§ centralized fabrication, coating, assembly and testing 
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Contact Information

#13, 666 – Goddard Ave NE
Calgary, AB, Canada

T2K 5X3
www.emission-rx.com
403-452-5633 (Main)

Safe, Cost Effective, Compliant Waste Gas Management

Ritchie Stagg
rstagg@emission-rx.com

Cell: 587-969-3071
Office: 403-452-5633



Root Cause Decision Tree for 
Unintentional Gas Carry-Through         

to Fixed-Roof Storage Tanks

April 1, 2020

Yori Jamin, P.Eng.
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Propose Field Troubleshooting Decision Tree

• Incorporate into Fugitive Emission Management Programs (FEMP).

• Systematic first attempt at root-cause identification.

• Used during LDAR surveys.

• Relevant to: 

• Uncontrolled storage tanks (controlled tanks source of component leaks).
• Water and Hydrocarbon storage tanks.
• Continuous venting (intermittent vent indicator of normal operation).

40
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Root Cause = 
Malfunctioning 
Level Controller 
(hung-up float)

YesYes
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Root Cause = 
Inefficient 
Separation 
(Insufficient 
Residence 

Time)

Yes Yes
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Root Cause = 
Passing 

Dump-Valve
Yes

No NoNoNo

No

Vessel is 
not

Root 
Cause

Check 
next 

vessel

Check 
dump-
valve 
noise



THANK YOU
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Clearstone Investigation of Fugitive and Venting Emissions from 
Aboveground, Fixed-Roof Storage Tanks

available from
https://auprf.ptac.org/investigation-of-fugitive-and-venting-emissions-from-

aboveground-fixed-roof-storage-tanks/

https://auprf.ptac.org/investigation-of-fugitive-and-venting-emissions-from-aboveground-fixed-roof-storage-tanks/


Learnings and Gaps
• Notable topics of the day

• Yori’s FEMP program tank vent decision tree analysis: Need to seek to understand a little better as a sector and implement

• Was interesting to learn that under environment, the goal was to eliminate the nuisance not the emissions

• Problem of upstream tanks

• Excellent thinking outside the box looking at a cross fire VRU 

• We need more tools in our toolbox

• Interesting learnings

• Last year we said an enclosed combustor needs to be less than $75K otherwise there are no economics to justify the cost

• Costs are down to $20K for unit plus $20K-30K to install now which is excellent

• Oil companies own some of that capital; once it hits the facilities teams though it gets over engineered

• Regulation directors are designed so operators have the flexibility for destruction or conservation

• Make sure that the prevention of emission doesn’t create more emissions than what you are trying to mitigate 

• AER have reduced spacing requirements based on PTAC Black Gold Rush study

• Operators can expect more enquiries about these emissions from AER  in the future 

• Remind ourselves the true fundamentals behind the issues

• Lifecycle GHG analysis 

• Unintended consequences 



Learnings and Gaps
• Identified challenges

• Safety, environment, and economy

• Mitigations targeting oil producing wells will be a challenge in the short term

• Oil being shut in is a reality soon 

• Cost challenges

• We tend to want to stay under $50K per less on sites

• How we can we incorporate some of these solutions to vent gas aggregation solutions?

• Potential outcomes

• Kick start incentive large scale deployment for vent tank reduction opportunities

• We need to decouple grid and pipeline connected assets to non-grid and non-pipeline assets

• Look at quantification and cost-effective controls to mitigate the problem

• Minimize any capital as much as possible 



Learnings and Gaps
• Outstanding issues and questions

• BC government asked us to go to zero vent  solutions for oil sites by 2021

• 100,000 brownfield wells  and 3,500 greenfield wells in a year. Where do you put your efforts? Likely 
brownfield.

• Anticipating challenges ahead

• How important is tank vent abatement right now to meet our methane reductions

• Pretty evident lot of good commercially available tech out there

• Why are we not deploying them?

• What do we need to deploy these technologies?


